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SUMMARY'

4.

Problem
.Theliroblem addressed by this research concerned how to award in-

centives for achievement in trainini.' A difficulty pith most'incentive

systems is that they provide the greatest payoff to high ability st4Aenta.

In fact, in traditional incentive systems, lower ability students mays

not get rewarded at all, regardless of how hard they try. The present

study was part of a prOgram to tailor incentives to the capabilities of

eacu individual student. Tile major purpose, therefore, was to develop

aid evaluate a method of ajectively. measuring the effort exerted by a

student in a technical training context.' One particularly desirable

`characteristic of such, a measure would.be its potential usefulness in

an effort-based incentive system.

Approach
The literature concerning physiological, rating,behavioral, and

romimtational techniques for measuring effort was reviewed.. AsAlemon-

strated by this review, many of the traditional measures have serious

limitations. The approach taken in this study was based on'the assump-

tion that performance is largely a function of 'ability and motivation

(effort). A logical consequence of this assumption' is that.a measure

of effort can be obtained by partialling, out the influence of ability

on performance. Thus, a residual score derived in this Canner would

refleCt what level of effort an individual was exerting.

For the purpose of evaluating this derived measure of effort, an

8 1/2 hour section of.an Air Force technical training course was selected

for study.. This section was taken from the Aircraft Electrical Repair-

man Course (3ABR42330), conducted at Chanute ANB, Illinois. Following

"an analysis'of the course material, a battery of relevant ability

tests 'was given to a sample of Air Force trainees in thetarget course.

Regression equations predicting performance on the course material were

then developed and cross validated.
Usinvcivilianisubjects whose personal:Characteristici approximated

.

the Air. Force population, a simulation of the selected course waa'diVeToped.

These subjects took the same ability tests and worked'pn the site materials

as did the Air Force subjects. To assure variability in effort, three

pay systems were used - hourly, piece-rate,-and variablexatio/variable

amount: A'second set of regression equations predicting performance was N

developed and cross validated far the bimulation-sample. '

Derived effort scores were then calculated for the
. 1;

simulation

subjects using both the Air Force generated weights and self-'generated

weights by subtracting from actual performance the performance level.

predicted on the basis of ability. Finally, the derived effoit score);

of the simulation subjectewere correlated with a hard criterion of

effort based on a photographic record.

a ..-

..

Results
1

,

i.
.

.
Results of the study showed that the ability test battery predicted

performancd'equally tieli f9r both samples. The hard criterion of effort

displayed wide variability, excellent reliability, and good construct

lb
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validity. :The derived effort measure showed moderate correlations with
adtdal effort. When the analyses were done with high and lowability
subjects separately, the 6orrelations were larger.

r.

Conclusions ,

It was concluded that the derived effort index would not be adequate:
as an index of a single individual's effort, but could be quite usefulin.
assessing differences in effort between groups. A nuMbet.of specific
Practical applications were discussed. Calculation of,derivedeffort
scores was recommended for (1) the award of incentives to groups, (2)
the award of incentives to lower ability students (3)' comparing the
motivational characteristics of different courses or blockswithin
courses, (4) feedback to students and instructors about group effort, an
(5)' go*setting.

art
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Iniroduction

The goal of training in the Air Force is to maximize each individual's
contribution to the Air Force mission. To accomplish-this goal, Air
Training Command (ATC) attempts to train each man to accomplish specified
criterion objectives consonant with fitld requirements. The issue thus
becomes,one of optimizing performance in the training setting and
ultimately in the field. Performance can be thought.of as being composed
of two major components, ability and motivation (Vroom, 1964). Clearly,
othei classes of variables influence performance, but mpst would agree
that ability and motivation are extrem y important components

721

onents of perfor-
mance (Campbell. Dumnette, Lawler & W ck, 1970), This argument implies
that to maximize performance, one could maximize ability and maximize
motivation. The ability component can be dealt with by giving remedial e".

instruction to low ability students (e.g., remedial'reading courses) and
by selecting instructional strategies to fit each individual's abilities
and traits. This leaves the issue of motivation. One of the apprpaches
to the motivation issue has been to investigate the feasibility of using
incentive motivation techniques in an ATC training envirlonment. (e.g.,

Pritchard, Von Bergen and DeLeo, 1974). .

The classical approach to Incentive motivation has been to give
valued rewards contingent on actual performance in some task. The
important point is that rewards are given on the basis of performance.
Thus, this classical approach would suggest that incentives be offered
to airmen on the basis of their scores on .exams and/or their speed of
finishing sections of the course. However, there is a problem with this
approach. Theories of human task motivation which deal with incentive
motivation (e.g., Vroom, 1964; Porter And Lawler, 1968; Lawler, 1971)
talk about three'eomponents that influence motivation: (1). Valence
of rewards: the value the individual places on incentives, (2)

Performance - reward instrumentality: the perceived degree of connection
between performance and obtaining the rewards, and (3) Effort -
performance expectancy: the perceived degree of relationship between
a person's level of effort and Ilia level of performance. i

Only the first two of 'these components are generally considered by
. ,

a classical incentive motivation approach. That is, valued rewards are
identified and made contingent on performance (e.g.,.score on exams
and speed of finishing.) This ignores the issue of effort - performance
expectancy. Specifically, high performance may be seen as his.hly
valuable, but if a person sees no relationship between his lebel of
effort and attaining high perfOrmance, he will not be motivated to
attain high performance For example, if a man were offered $10,000 to
pick up a 2000 pod bl;Ick of concrete, he would not attempt it even
though the value of performing the feat would be very high. He would
perceive that,no matter how much effort be expended he could not pick
up the weight. Taking a more realistic example, an airman in tech school
might value a 3-day pass very highly but feels that being a top
performer would be impossible for him. Thus, the past would not motivate
him. The problem is even greater when we consider that it itAithe low
ability student who sees little chance of being d top performer, yet it
is precisely this student we wish to motivate.



Thus, what is additionally necessary is to deal somehow with the
relationship between effort and perfdrmance. This could be a complished,

.at least in principle, in a rather simple way., If one were o maximize
the contingencies between effort and rewards, students of. any ability
level could betmotivated. That is, if an incentive system were so
structureh as to give valued rewards for high 'levels of effor,tall
students should be motivated.

The purpose of the research described here was to develop and
evaluate a technique for objectively assessing,effort. If this could be
done in an economical and objective way, it would become quite easy to
give incentivAp on the basis of effort.

.

Aside from the general issue'of giving rewards on the basis of
effort, this research ties in directly with the development of an
Advanced Instructional System (AIS) by the Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory. The AIS is a computer-managed systems approach to training.
One of the central requirements of the AIS is that training packages be
individualized. This individualization covers not only the type of
training an individual receives but also attempts to maximize the actual
motivation of each student. Developing a system which assesses student
effort, and which could be used to award incentives id clearly consistent
with the philosophy of individualizing the training package.

6
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Review of the Literature

Definitions and Measurements of Effort'

Techniques for measuring effort are as numerous as definitions of
the term. For example, effort has been defined as a determinant of
motivation (Atkinson, 1964);-one component of motivation (Yacorzynski,
1942); the equivalent of,motivation (Farquhar, 1963); and a measure of
motivation (Lawler and Porter,. 1967), Bach of these definitions.may
indeed be appropriate depending upon the context in which the term
is used.- Regardless of the context, we would argUe that effort is
closely associated with the construct of motivation. As such, effort
becomes a critical construct in-the study of motivated behavior.

In this section, various techniques for measuring effort will be
I

described and evaluated. The techniques to be discussed fall into
four categories: physiological, rating, behavioral+, and computational.

1

Physiological Techniques

A very fundamental approach to the measurement of.effort involves
the use of physiOlogical indicators. From this perspective,
motivation or effort, is viewed as a state of general arousal (Leukel,
1968). Generally, the level or degree of effort is determined by the
activity of the central or autonomic nervous systems. McClelland (1955)
lists several indices which might reflect this activity level:

1. Energy expenditure (basal metabolic rate)
2. Autonomic activity (skip conductance)
3. ThreshOlds (reaction time)
A. Muscle activity (eye movements and action potentials)
5. gentralexcitat on level (determination of the frequency in

Cycles per nd at which a flickering light fuses)
Other researche have proposed additional physiological indices.

Circulatory changes such as pulse rate (Bitterman, 1945) and pulse
pressure (Lovekin, 1930) have been used to indicate effort expenditure.
Conflicting reports suggest, however; that there is not an established
technique for estimating effort by these changes in the circulatory
system.

Measurements, of muscular tension have also been used asi indices of
effort (Davis, 1939; Ryan, 1947; Solomon, 1946). Further, Scott (1960).
proposed auditory flutter fusion (the frequency in cycles per second at
which a fluttering sound fuses) as an index of effort.-

A major problem with physiological indices of effort seems to be
that such measures are confounded by a variety of fattors time of day
thaC the measure was takelp, amount of sleep that subject had, amount of
food consumed, task.diffirculty, fatigue, etc. ,

1
This review is based heavily on two other reviews. (Ramby, 1973

and Mayo, 1974.) The majority of the two reviews were done under support
of previous Air Force human. Laboratory contracts; R.D. Pritchard,
Principal Investigator.

7
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Beyond the substantial problem of confounding variables, there
exists the difficult, obtrusive, and expensive nature of Obtaining

physiological measures. It would appear that frequent readings using
rather obvious and expensive equipment are necessary to obtain good

measures. Even when such indices are obtainable, furthe; research is
needed to determine the accuracy. and applicability of such techniques

in a field setting.

Rating. Techniques

Observations by trained experts such as clinicians or time-study men
have been used to assess effort. Early judgmental indices were used to

rate a pefson's work pace as being fatier,or slower than "normal"
(Strauss and Sayles, 1960). For example, time studies (Barnes, 1940)'
require the observer to time each separate operation of the. task 4nd
rate the worker on skill, effort, consistency, and the conditions under

which the study was conducted. These ratings are then numerically
adjusted to correct for differences in observation time. ,Presgrave
(1945) developed a time-study technique wherein measures of effort were
determined by variations in the speed 'to complete a task. It would

seem that such a method based solely on speed would also include the
effects of skill, and therefore not present a clear assessment of
effort. By -classifying workers according to skill level, Ryan (1947)
'refined the criteria for determining levels of effort' from observers'

..ratings.
One difficulty with observer ratings of effort is that raters may be

responding to performance rather than effort. Braunstein, Braunstein,
and Blumfield (1965) assessed the relationship between an overall
observed rating pf effort and various mead-uses of actual 'performance.
The authors found that effort ratings were only related to three of
the six performance measures. They concluded that-the raters may indeed
have been responding to something other than level of performanCe.
To insulate effort ratings from the effeCts of knowledge of performance,

some-researchers (Mitchell, 1966; Hackman & Porter, 1968; and Schneider

& Olson, 1970) have devised instruments requiring the raters to, focus

on effort rather than performance. Such attempts to separate
performance from effort seem to be an improvement over previous scales.

Since judgments of effort certainly have a subjective. component,
self-ratings have also been used to measure effort. Obviously, judges

or raters are not required, nor is any mechanical device needed to make

this type of effort determination. Typically, self-ratings simply
require an individual to rate. himself on some type of scale_ according

to the amount of effort put into a specific task or job.

Thorndike (1913) asked subjects to rate their effort on various

parts of a learning task. Furst (1966) developed an effort scale and a

measure of motivation. Subjects rated themselves on a five - point

scale for nine effort statements. Furst found that this effort rating
instrument correlated higher with a measure of motivation than.did 4n

achievement'measure. Employee attitude scales pertaining to diffetent
aspects of the job have also been.used to measure effort (Lawler;arid

Porter, 1967).

8
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. ----Secabse of their subjective nature, both observer and self ratings N
of effort may bi contaminateri by the'same factors that bias all rating -,

scales: for examplIv response set, halo effect, and leniency effect.
This koblem, in addition to questionable validity and reliability,
suggests that a more objective technique for measuring effort would
-be desirable.

Behavioral Techniques 2

Researchers in learning theory have used certain behaviors of
human and infra-human organisms.as indices of effort. One approach
establishes a motivational state by exposing the organism to a set of
antecedent conditions, and then observing the change in the'organisin's
behavior. _This behavior change is"considered a measure of motivation.
For example,vin the ease ofhUnger, motivation would be operationalized
by'subjecting laboratory animals to various degrees of fbod deprivation."
,The rate of response behavior (bar pressing) would be the measure of
motivation or effort. Obviously, such a rate of response measure is of
lisle value when dealing w1Mi the complex nature of human effort.

' M
'Another approach, more useful with hUmans, is simply t o m epure

behav ors that appear to correlate with, effort. Davis (1939) fund
certain movements of the right arm to be associated wih the effort
exper ence in the solution of arithmetic problems. Luchins and Luchfins
(1954) employed a mirror-tracing task and observed that fidgeting and
sweating actompanied high levels of mental effort. Yacorzynski (1942),
found'some evidence to indicate that time taken to complete a given task
was related'to effort. Such bellavdoral indices ire subject to a
variety of problems. 'Measures like0Si'm movements, fidgeting, and -

are potentially'confounded by any individual or situational
variable that also might cause such behaviors. Task completion time
as an effort measure does not account for ability differences. Thus,
it seems that behavioral- meastires are subject to several specific
problems,_as well as the general problems of rater bias and
unreliability. Such problems significantly reduce the desirability of
using behavioral indices of effort.

Computational Techniques

Anothergeneral approach-to the measurement of effort is based
simply on computationally deriving an effort score. Educators
interested in obtaining such effort scores typically use the ratio or
difference between, achievemept and intellignece.scores. The simplest

, of these indices of effort is the, Accomplishment Quotient (Pintner,
1920.) The AQ is the ratio of an individual's actual rate of
educational progress (Educational Quotient) to the potential rate
of progress (Intelligence Quotient). According to Mayen (1931), this
measure of effort evaluates the accomplishment of an individual in .terms

of his oWn ability. Deviations above and below 1.00 indicate the degree
of effort expenditure and ability utilization in various performance '

tasks.

4
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The Efficiency Ratio (ER) has also been used as an index of effort
'(Ford, 1931). Statit±c11y it is :

'pa s/Av(IotIoo) X lob,

idaere4S is, the individual's score on an achievement test 494.0v is Ehe
Average °Van experimental group on the same achievement test. A
resulting score of 100 indicates that the individual Is exerting
normal or average effort. Stores above 100 reflect above average
effort, whereas scores below indicSte below average effort.

Thee Effort Quotient (FQ) also used a ratio techniques, to measure.
effort (Tsao, 1943).

'FQ = (E/predicted E) X 100,
_

where E is an individual4s educational score, and predicted E is the
predicted value of the educational score based oh an intelligence
measure. More specifically, the regression equation used to predict an
individual's educational Score is:

pre' E' = Me - beiMi + bell = beiI + Nw

where M4 and Me are the mean values of intellignece and achievement,
respectively; and I is the known individual intelligence score. The
final component b

ei
is determined by:

ei
S
e
/S

'where rei is the correlation between the. intelligence and achievement
scores; and S

i
and Se are the standard deviations of the intelligence

and achievement scores, respectively. If the-resulting Value for the
FQ is 100 (actual educational score equals predicted score), then
according to Tsao, the individual is exerting normal effort. Values .

of FQ above of below 100 reflect higher or lower amounts of effort,
respectively.

A common difference technique used to assess effort is the Effort
Score (McCall, 1930).

F=Te-Ti+ 50,
where Ta and T mareT scores on an achievement and intelligenct test
respectively( score is 1/10 of the standard deviation of the
experimental group on the particular measure). An individual 'whose
Ta score is equivalent to his Ti score is said to be everting normal
effort. Scores above and below 50 reflect various degree i of effort.

In a review 'of the previously:mentioned techniques for measuring
effort, Tsao pointed out that the AQ score,. the F score, and the ER
score fail, to consider the correlation between intelligence and
education. He concluded,-therefore, that each of these techniques gives
a biased estimate of effort.

Similar techniques tiave been used in other areas of Education. One

other common approach to determining over- and underachievement, is the
derivation of a discrepancy score. This particular technique is

computed simply by subtracting the aptitude score for an individual -

from his achievement score: The resulting residual is a measure

10



a
of overover or under- achievement. That is, a negative descrepancy score

repvesents under-achievement, 4and a positive one over-achievement.
Because this crude difference score leads to a systematic negative bias

for those individuals high in aptitude, and whereas a positive bias

twill result for-those low in aptitude, ,Thorndike (1965), suggests that
achievement be predicted ffom aptitude on the basis of the known
correlation between the aptitUde measure and"the achievement measure .

(this is similar to the FQ technique). This prediction or regression

equation will give the average achievement score for individuals at any

given aptitude level. The predicted value will then be an dnbiased

estimate of achievement.

/

Summary of Effort Measures
,e

The techniques discussed,- particularly rating Scales, tend to be too

subjective to adequately assess effort. Of concern,are the effects of

rating biases which may serve to contaminate the measure.s'That is,

raters may be responding to a dimension other than effort. Further,

the question remains relatively unanswered as to whether physiological,

measures or rate of responding measures do indeed re 'sect effoFt. These

techniques focus only on output, and therefore may trot be dbmplately

representative of an individual's effort.
Given that a motivated'individual is one who exerts both physical and

mental effort, effort.appears to be defined along More than a single

dimension. What is needed then, is an approach wi..011 is reflective of

both the physical and mental aspeits of effort,. and at the same time is

an, objective and valid representation o the construct. The work of

Tsao with the Effort Quotient, and the work of Thorndike with over- and

under-achievement appear to come closest to satisfying these criteria.

Although Thorndtke's measure is not conceptualized in terms of effort,

it does afford an indirect and less subjective approach to the

measurement of over- and under-achievement. Further, this measure has

been connected to motivation (effort) by a few_authors (Appelzweig,

Moeller and Burdick, 1956; Mayo and Manning, 1961; and Farquhar, '1963).

In each of these studies, the terms over- and underLachievement haye

been used as the operational definitions of high and low, motivation.

That is, this discrepancy or residual score was considered a measure of

,motivation.
'The Effort Quotient (FQ)., while similar Thorndike's technique, uses

a ratio approach for assessing effort, rather than a difference score.

Further, sinceFQ score wad developed in terms of effort it may also

be valuable in the construction of an effort measure.

Conclusions from the Literature Review

Clearly there have been many approaches to measuring efforF. Most

of them, however, have serious limitations for use in an Air Force .

training context. Ratings and physiological measures would not only be

difficult to collect, but their validity is questionable.

11.
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The approach taken by the present research is to,ddal with the derived
effort measure originally developed by Pritchard, Von. Bergen, and Deleo,
1974. The approach assumes that performance.is largely a functi of
ability and motivation (effort). Given this assumption, which c be

) empirically tested, one can get a measure of effort by partialling out_
the influence of ability on performance. The residual'Could'fhen be
considered a measure of effort. Specifically, one4could generate a
prediction equation from ability test data which taps relevant ability

,..
doMains.of a given training course. Once this equation is generated,
it could be used to calculate a predicted score (a level of peridrmance
and/or speed of completion) of a given individual on a given segment of
a course. Conceptually, this predicted score would be the mean actual
performance of a group of students with similar sets of ability scores.
Thus, since ability is constant, variations in performance should be due
to variations in effort. ",

- .

This predicted score for each individualican.then'serve as the
mechanism for determining effort. This would be accomlished by sub-
tracting the predicted score from" the, student's actualecore. This
residual could then be considered as ,a measure of effott,Tand the higher
the score, the more effort the student' exerted. ,

It is obvious that the entire system rests on the assumption that
technical school perfoxmance is largely a function of ability and
effort, and that whenbiatir is oartialled,out the remaining variance
in performance iS highly saturated with variance in effort. It is 4
precisely this assumption that the present research was designed to test.
Before discusging the research plan, howevet, let us consider some of
the advantages of an incentive system which gives.xewards.baaed on
effort.

First, such a system is'individualized. Each persqnsets a ,predicted
score based on his own pattern of abilities. Second, the-,,gystem would
reward effort rather than performance. The advantages of this approach '

ir
were discussed earlier. Third, the system equalizes 6'p incentive
system in that all students have an, equal chance toisa incentives.
Related to this is the advantage that all students should'be-Motivated
to high effort, not just the high ability students. Fourth, the measure
of effort could serve as a very useful overall measure of the.effective-
ness of changes in rhe course. ,Specifically, innovations and constant
changes will undoubtedly be made in a course. The problem is how to
assess the impact of these changes. Our own experience has shdwn that
the ability levels of students entering any given technical school .

course can vary greatly over a short period of time. This makes
assessing the,effects of any changes very difficult without partialling
out abiltiy somehow. The systeM proposed fiere'does this automatically
and thus is directly interpretable. Other less,obvious advantages would
include the identification of problem students, and use for counseling
purposes. For example, the system would easily, identify a student of.
high 'ability who was barely passing the course (low effort). Finally,
the system would be useful for other motivational applications. For
example, the target score could be used as the basis for various types
of goal setting procedures.
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Method and'Procedures

Overvie

initially, it was necessary to select an ongoing AF tdhniCeL training

coursb to use as the target course and examine the course materials in

order to assess the abilities required.by that material. Based on .this

analysis, a battery of ability tests was formed to tap relevant

abilities.. These tests were then giverito a sample of AF trainees in

the selected course. Regression equatiiins were then developed to predict

performance in the target course. The next step was to deyelop a

simulation of the selected course using civilian subjects. These

simulation subjects took the same battery of ability teStsiand worked

on the same training materials.as did the actual AP Subjects, A second.

set of regression equations was developed for the.simulation sample.

Derived effort scores were then calculated'using boeb the Air Force

generated weights and theself generated weights by subtracting from

actual performance the performance level predicted on' the baels'of,

Ability. The final step consisted of comparing the derived effort scores.

of the simulation subjects to,a hard criterion of effort which was

based on a photographic record. The greater the relationship between.

the derived effort' measure and the hard cirterion of effort, the better

the derived effoit could be said to be measuring effort.

Selection of Task Materialr

Four criteria"were used in the selection of task _material: The first

was that it be part of an ongoing Air Force technical course. This was

necessary to be 'able to maximally generalize )to the Air Force context.

Second, it had to be self-'paced. Since the AIS, for example, is a

self-paced system, the finddIngd would be more usable if a self-paced

course was utilized in the simulation. Third, it had to utilize

programmed texts. It was not feasible to have a fully trained instructor

in the simulation, andthus the use of programmed texts was felt

necessary. In addition, the AIS will use programmed materiels.

Finally, for logistical reasons, it had to be a section of materials

whiph did not require extensiVe'training equipment.

A number of possibilities were .examined, and ultimately the Aircraft

Electrical Repairman (AER) course (3ABR42330) was selected. This is a

self-paced course utilizing programmed texts which covers the

fundamentals of electricity and the maintenance and repairs of electrical

systems in aircraft. Although the'complete course requires extensive

training equipment and skilled instructors, the first section of the

course covers more basic material and does not require' equipment.

The section of the AER course used in this study consisted of the

t following programmed texts:
Aircraft Familiarization
Elements of Physics and Mechancis
Electron Theory

13
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Magnetism
DC Generation and Basic Circuit Symbols and Termh
Series'Circuits Wiring Diagrams

*

,Because this WI hour section occurred early in the sequence of course
work, students were not required to fig:any training eq'uipment. As a
whole, the programmed texts were introd ctory,in nature and were
designed to-provide basic knowledge an ackground necessary for the
completion of subsequent course work.

The specific learning objectives provide anexcellent description of
the content area of each programmed text. In Aircraft Familiarization,
students were required to idyntify aircraft components, aircraft ,-,
movements, and the direction of aerodynamic forces from diagrams. 410b
required was a working knowledge of the alphanumeric aircraft designation

.1syStem.

Elements of Physics and Mechanics was used to train students in the
principles and methods of using simple machines. Also required was a
knowledge of the causes and'controle for various types of corrosion.
Students had to identify the effects of pressure and temperature

' changes on solids, liquids, and gases.
Successful completion of Electron Theory required an; understanding ,

of subatomic particles as well as the principles, symbols, and
measures associated with voltage, resistence, current, and conductances.

The programmed text, Magnetism,.dealt with characteristics of
permanent magnets and electromagnets. Students were'required to grasp.
basic concepts of magnetism and had to identify electromagnetic effects.
-from diagrams.

°DC Generation and Basic Circuit Symbols and TeiMs was used to teach
students the basic operation of- electric components associated with .

.direct current generation. Additionally, the text was used to train
, students to recognize certain electrical symbols and terms.

The final text, Series Circuits Wiring Diagrams, was used to train
students in, the use of electrical station numbering systems. 'Terms and
procedures associated with this systel'were stressed.

Ability Testing

Once the materials were selected, they were carefully examined to
identify the ability dimensions required by the materials. This was
done on an intuitive basis. Ultimately, a battery of five tests were
selected.

These tests were selected because they were: 1) designed for
standarized group administration, 2) highly reliable and validt.and 3)
relevant to the ability reqUirements of the task material. The Otis-
IIennon Mental Abifity Test was, used to measure general intelligence.
General abilities related to logic, mathematics, and vocabUlary are . g
measured via this instrument. Such abilities are considered relevant to
nearly any learning task.

The Paragraph Meaning Test was selected from the most efirrent version
of the Stanford Achievement Test Battery. This test was selected to tap

14
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reading comprehension skills.- The.format of this test closely parallels

the format of a prOgrammed.text - a paragraph Is presented and'related
questions and completion items follow immediately. It was reasoned that

the ability to ,gpmprehend and respond to a small segment of written-

material would be very relevant to a programmed learnink task.
While prokressing through the task material, the subjects were also

required to interpret figures and diagrams. The Study Skills of the

1952 version Of the Stanford Achievement Test Battery was selected since

it dealt pri6arily with the extraepion, synthesis, and interpretation
of information presented graphically and diagramatically.

Also important to completing the programmed texts was very.basic
mechanics and an understanding of topics sRch as simple machines,
magnetkc lines of force, and electron flow. To measure related

abilities, the Mechanical Reasoning and Space Relations sections of the

Differential Aptitude Tests were administered:
Once selected, the battery web adminiitered to a sample Of AF trainees

in the AER course. This was accomplisheR by giving= the three-hour

test battery to students as they entered the course. 'A. member Of the

research staff aAinistered the battery to students on their first day

of c/ass Trainees were told that the tests were important in that they

tapped abilities relevant to doing well in the cburse, and that they

should do their best on the tests.

Dependent Variables

Final data.collection in the Air Force context consisted of

performance data over the first six PTs for .those trainees who had taken

the ability test battery. 'pate were collected on three variables. The.-

major dependent variable was time-to-complete the first six PTs. Also,

data"on scores (percent correct) for each PT were collected. Finally,

when the trainee had finished the six PTs he was given..a specially

asigned comprehensive testover all the material covered in the six PTs.

Data on the first two variables were collected by having the

instructor record, on a specially designed form, the time a'student

started a given PT, when he took the appraisal test for that PT, his

score on the appraisal, and the time he started the next PT. If the

student failed.to pass the PT, this was also recorded. Thus, it was

possible to calCulate total time spent on the PTs, as well as mean

appraisal score.
The comprehensive test was developed.especially for this project to

gover all the material in the six PTs. Sixty itelps were initally

Eompiled. Many items wer newly developed while others paralled items

found in course appraisals and criterion testa. These items were
e*aluated for accuracy of content by AER course instructors and then

administered to 32 students in the program. Based on an item analysis

of4their responses, a,final 55-item version of the comprehensive test

was, developed.

The Work Simulation

,
The second phase of the research'was to design a simulation of the AER
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'ourse, collect the same ability and performance dat i and obtain :a hard
criterion of effort.

Task Material
pN

The first six-PTs of task material used in the imulations were
identical to those used in the actual AER course. Copies of the actual
PTs were made, and the same exact tests were used Since the major
dependent variable was the time it would take to Onish the six PTs it

,ct4as important that every subject actually finish the material during
the simulation. Thus, it was arranged so that, based on available Air
Force experiences, everyone shoUld be able to fi4ish in the 20-hour
working time scheduled for the simulation. However, it was anticipated
that most subjects would finish in less than 20 hoUrs, and the better
students were expected to finish much morequicklx. Consequently,
additional task material was generated for use when the subject had
finished the first six PTs. This material was based on published
programmed texts in electricty and electronics (New York Institute of-
'Technology 1963s 1964) and had been used successf011y in a similar
setting by PiitChard, Leonard, Von Bergen, and Kirk (1974). However,
for the purposes'of this repOrt, only the data fromthe first six
PTs are relevant.

Sub eCts

It was felt important that the subjects selected for the simulation
be as similar as possible to the trainees in the AER course. Thus, ,an
attempt was made. to recruit subjects of the same age range and general
ability level as those in the AER course.

The simulation Was actually composed of ihree separate data
collections, in three separate cities in Indiana. Approximately two
weeks before the simulations was due to start, advertisements were
placed in local newepapera and flyers were distributed in the area
describing the job and telling subjects where to xeport. (See Appendix A
for a copy of the advertisement.) It was planned to have 20 subjects
in each of the three data collections, and the adVertisementi; were
quite successful in that each condition, more that" twenty people showed
up for the job. 4

Procedure

Once the subjects arrived, they were given an application blank and
the job was described to them. They were told that we were interested
in a new method of technical training which involved programmed texts,
and that they would be working with these programmed texts in

g electricity and electronics. It was pointed out that no special skills
Were required, and that it was pot necessary that they 4ve any previous
experiences or knbwledge of electricity or electrOPics. At that point,
anyone not interested in pursuing the job was told that they could leave.
No one, in fact, actually left.

, They were then told that, as the ad stated, we only needed 20
people. Since more than 20 were present, some. of them could not be

\\



hired. They were then given a short test of knowledge about electricity
and electronics. This test dealt with questions which would not generally
be familiar to someone without some background in this areal, Examples
were "Define static discharges, magnetic permeability etc. (acopy of ye

test appears in Appendik B.)
.

Although subjects were advised to do as well as possible on the test,
its actual purpose was to eliminate those people who'had some knowledge

. of electricity and electronics.
'Anyone wOo got more than one answer\correCt on this test was eliminated.

Of those applicants remaining, 10 males and 10 females were randomly
selected. The rest of the applicants were thanked and dismissed.

The remainder of the first day consisted of giving the subjects
the battery of ability tests used in the Air Force sample, explaining the
task in detail., and giving subjects some practice working on a sample PT.

In order to assess the utility of the derived effort measure it was
necessary to assure that some variability in effort was, in fact, present.'
To this end, three conditions were utilized, varying in the type of pay ,

system mployed. The first was an hourly system whereby subjects received
$2.00,p ,hour. The second was essentially a piece' rate. Each PT was .

given a llar value, and when thetpubject passed the appraisal for the
PT, he re lved that amount of money. The more PTs finished, the more
money he would earn (All money earned was paid at the end of the week).
This "value" of each PT was based pn the data from the hourly condition.
If, on the average, hourly subjects took e.g. 2 hours to finish a given
PT,this value was multiplied by the $2.00/hour rate to get the "value"
of that PT. In this example, it would be $4.00, Thus, if subjects in
the piece rate condition worked at an average pace, they would make
$2.00 per hour. If they worked faster, they would earn more.

The third condition was similar to the piece rateor fixed ratio (FR)

condition in that pay was contingent on performance, but the actual pay

schedule was different. The third, condition utilized a variable ratio-

variable amount (VRVA) schedyle. In this condition, subjects did not

know how a given PT 4ag,wOrth since its "payoff" varied from $0 to

$6.60 times the number of hours taken to complete if for the hourly

condition. Thus, for a PT which took 2 hours to complete in the hourly
sample, subjects in the simulation sample could earn $0 through $12.00.

The determination of which level of pax they actually received was random,

but set so as to.average $2.00 per hour if performance equalled that in

the hourly sample.
The three conditions were run independently in three different cities

and subjects in one condition were exposed only to that condition. The

system was explained the first day, and subjects worked the following

four days under the appropriate system. Including the first day used for
testing and orientation, subjects were in the simulation for five days,

five hours per day.
At the start of the second day, all subjects were given the first PT

and told to start. When they felt they knew the material, they approached
the instructor and were given the appraisal for the first PT. (A sample

appraisal appears in Appendix C.) When completed, it was seared by the

instructor. If the subject passed the appraisal, he was given the second

PT. If he failed the test (75% correct was the criterion for passing)

he was told to re-study the PT. When he felt he was ready he re-took the
17
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first appraisil.: Actually, this was another form of the appraisal. He
continued this procedure until the appraisal was passed. When a subject
finished the set of six PTs, he was given the comprehensive teat covering
the whole set of PTs, the same test given to the Air Force trainees. The
subject was not required to reach any set criterion score on this test.
Subjects were than given a brief interview and completed a questionnaire
(See Appendix D.)- Once they had completed this they started on the "new"
material and worked on it, for cthe teat of the week. Throughout the entire
work week subjects could thke breaks whenever they wished, for as long as
they wished. A separate break, area was provided, and coffee, soft drinks,
and doughnuts were available. 4

The hard criterion of effort was based on a photographic record.
Each working daytwO 8 tazi-lpovie: cameras took singe frame pictures of the
working area. Each subject's work place was clearly visable. The cameras
took one frame every six' seconds for the entire day. The cameras were
clearly viable to thesubjects, and actually Made an audible click when
each frame was taken. Eowever, subjects quickly adapted to the cameras
and by the second day, when the effort data were-actually collected, there
was absolutely no evidence that the subjects were paying any attention to
the cameras. As will be discussed below, the measure of effort consisted
of the .percent of time the subjects actually spent workiht on the teak
material.

Results
Overview' a'

Analysis of the data consisted of four basic ateps: 1) generating
the regression equations, 2) computing the derived effort scores, 1)
evaluating the hard criterion of effort, and 4) exleang the predictive
validity of the derived.effort scores. Before turn ng to these topics;

, we shall first address the issue of the comparability of the Air Force,
and simulation subjects.

k

Comparison of Air ForceSimulation Subjects
Table 1 presents comparisons of the two subject gtoups in terms of

age, IQ and the five ability tests. These data indicate that the Air
Force trainees tended to be slightly older than the simulation subjects.
This is due primarily to the fact that the Air Force group included some
trainees who had been iii the service for some time, but had returned for
retraining in this career field. In fact, 79% of the Air Force trainees
were between 17 and 20 years old. Thus except for the retrainees, the
groups were comparable in age. Although no actual education data ate
available our experiences with this course (Pritchard, DeLeo and Von
Bergen, 1974) suggests that almost all lof the Air Force trainees had
some high school and about 70% had completed high school. This
corresponds closely to the amountsof education of the simulation subjects.

The Table also indicates that in terms of IQ and Paragraph Meaning,
the ability level of the simulation subjects was higher. However, the
two groups were about equal in terms of Mechanical, Spatial and Study Skills
ability. For both groups, substantial variability existed in ability.

1
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, Table 1
Comparisoiof Air Force and Simulation Subjects

AF Subjects Simulation Subjects
(N =187) (N=60)'

Variable S.I. ) Range S.D. Range

Age 19.3 2.4 171-32 17.4 ,6 17-19

IQ 92.6 9.2 70-127 107.9 15.9 463-137

Par graph Meaning 80.6 21.9 0-124 101.5 21.2 48-127

Mechanical 24.6 4.6 9-35 24.8 4.9 14-360

Spatial 15.4 5.6 0-28 16.5 6.5 5-28

Study Skills 23.2 9-34 26.1 4.9 11-33

Generation of the Regression Equations .

The basic strategy here was to attempt to predict performance On the
training.materials from the ability data. This predicted performance
score would then be compared to the actual performance score to obtain the
derived effort measure. The optimal procedure would be to generate a
regression equation on the Air Force trainees and apply, this equation to
the simulation subjects. This Would eliminate the possibility of capi-
talizing on chance that would exist if the equation was based on data
from.odly the simulation sample. Thus, the primary regregsion analyses
were done.with the Air_Force data.

However, it was possible that the Air Force equations simply
would not fit the simulation data. The subjects in the simulation were .
of higher ability, and although the darning situation in the simulation
was similar to the Air:Force setting, were, of course, not exactly
the same. Thus, equation 'were also constructed for the subjects in
the simulation.

Four performance cr is were used as dependent variables in the
regression equations. Th irst was total PT time. This is the total
amount of time a subject t ok to complete the six target PTs, less the
time taken to complete the appraisals. Since the time to take the
appraisal is really testing time, it is not, strictly speaking, time on
the PTs themselves. The second performance measure was the average of
the scores on the six appraisals. It wasbased only on the,score of the
appraisals that were passed. That is, if a subject took the test and
failed on his first attempt, but passed on his second, only his second
score would enter the calculation of his mean appraisal score. The
third measure was his score on the comprehensive test taken after the
last PT was completed, and which covered the material on all six PTs.
The final score was an overall performance measure compos14 of the three
previous variables. This score was calculated for each subject by
weighting the time to complete score twice as heavily as the sum of averr
age appraisal score and the comprehensive test score. For this cal-
culation, the following equation was used:

.g

Composite Score .

[I

2 2000 -# Minutes to Complete PTs +
V mitultes
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Mean Appraisal Score dopiprehensive'Score

a mean appraisal a comprehensive

score score

2

Time to complete/(reverse scored) was weighted more heavily since
Air Force personnel 161t speed was the performance variable of prime

concern.
In order to deal with possible shrinkage, regression equational were

developed using a double cross-validation procedure. The sample was

randomly split into two equal groups, and build-up stepwise regressions
were calculated for each sample, Aand B. The weights developed in
sample A were then applied to sample B, and the weights developed in B
applied to A.

Results of regression analyses on the Air Force data are presented

in Table 2. The development and cross-validation analyses are presented

to each of the four performance variables. For each analysis, the
specific ability tests entering the equation are presented in order of
their entry into the equation. The resulting multiple R is also

presented in order of their entry.
Inspection of the table indicated that prediction was generally

quite good. The best overall index of predictability is the composite

score, and for thiqLmeasure, the multiple r for the total sample was .59.

This compares verpofavorably with typical selection studies where

predictive validities generally range in the .40s and .50s. The table

also indicates that the equation are quite stable. Cross-validated

Rs are quite close to the magnitude of the Ms based on the development

Table 2

Ability Based Regression Equations Predicting Criteria
Using AF Sample

Performance
Measure

Total
Sample

Sample A Sample B 3 to A A to B

Total PT
Time

(N=187)

IQ .40**

Study .43**

Faze .44**
Mech '.44**

Spatial .44**

(N=90)-

IQ

Study
Para
Spatial
Mech

.45**

.48**

.49**

.49**

.49**

(N=97)

Para
Mech
Study
IQ
Spatial

1

.33*

.38* i

.46*

.40*
,40*

.

.46 **

I

.38**

Average
Appraisal
Score

. ,

(14=191)

IQ
Spatial
Mech
Study
Para

%48**
.54**
.54**
.54**
.54**

(N=90)
,

IQ
Spatial'
Mech-
St'ady

Para

.50**

.59**

.59**

-,5-9**

.59**

(N=101)

IQ
Spatial
Para
study
Mach

.47**

.55**.

.53**:

33**
.59e*

1

I

.c7** !.51**'4-

-

--.44-.
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(N=191) (N=0) (N=101)

Compre- -IQ .51** IQ .54** IQ .48**

hensive Study .52** Spatial .55** Study .50**

Test Mech .53** Para .60** Mech .51**

Para .54** Mach .61** Spatial .51**

Spatial .54** Para ' .51** .55** .44**

(N=187) (N =90) (N=97>

IQ .52** IQ .57* IQ .51**

Study .57** Study .6p** Mech .54**

Composite Mech .58** Para .61** Para .56**-

Para .59** Spatidl. .61** Study .57**

Spatial .59** Mech .61** Spatial. .57** .60** .56**

*p < .01
**p < .001

sample. The average shrinkagewas only .03 correlation units.
Analogous data for the simulation sample are presented in Table 3.

These analyses utilize the ability data from the simulation sample to

predict performance in the simulation.

Table 3
Ability Based Regression Equation Predicting Criteria Using

SiMulation Sample

Total 'Develop me n t Cross

-Sample :Sample Validated R's
Perfofmance
Measure.

Total PT
Time

Average

(N=57)
i

(N =39)

IQ .40** ASCII 1.46**

Mech .44** !IQ :.51**

Para .45** 'Study :.51**

Study .45** .Para .51**

Spatial .45**
I

(N=57) (P*39)
1

Para .52*** ' Para .44**

Mech .54*** Study .45**

IQ .54***1 Mech .46**

Study .54*** : IQ .46**

Spatial .54***

Comprehensive
Test

.

(N=.57) (N069)

Para .81***i Para .72***

IQ ' .85*** 1 Spatial .76***

(N=18)

.36

(N=18)

.68***:'

(N -21)
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Study .86
***

Study
Spatial .87 *** IQ
Mech .87 Mech

(N -57) (N -39)

Composite IQ .60 ***/,./.,N

MeA .62 *** ch'

Stddy .63 *** Study
Spatial .63 *** Para
Para .63 *** Spatial

* p < .05
** p < 01
*** p < .001

The
Due

was felt inappropriate. Thus,a tradit
was employed where two-thirds of the s
constitute the development group, and
group.

The data in this table indicate at the level of predictions in
the simulation was almost identical t/that in the AF sample. For
example, the Air Force equations predicted total PT time' .44 while.
the simulation data provided an R of45. Analogous multiple
correlations for the composite wereg43 and .59. The simu].atioh
equations were also fairly stable://The only equation showing any real
shrinkage was for total PT time. / .

However,'even though the magnitude of the R's in the simulation
data is comparable to those in th'# Air Force data, it should be nRted
that the order of the predictor& entering the equations and the/Change
in R at each step varies from the Air Force to the simulation data. .

For example, IQ was the best prehictor in every case whelp thetotal
Air Force sample was used, but"nly in two of the four cases for the
simulation sample.

This indicates that the ructure of the Air Force regression
equation was different from that of .the simulation equations. For this
reason, it was felt necessa Nto more directly compare the two sets ofII'

equations., Table 4 presentsOate pertinent to one aspect of. this
comparison. The regression Oquations developed in the Air Force sample
were applied to the ability data in the simulation sample and this
predicted performance was correlated with actual performance. As the
table indicates, use of theAir Force weights with the simulation data,
results in levels' of predic;tibility very close to those obtained when

,79 ***
.79***

.79 **. .90 ***

.63**

cross validation procedure was somewhiat different for these data.
to the small sample size (N=57)2 a dibuble cross validation procedure

pal cross validation design
le was randomly selected to

e remaining third the hold.-out
Ii

2
Sinde three of the 6u:subjects did not complete PT6, their

data could notin used. Thus, N -57.
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the weights were applied to the samples from which they were generated.
Thus, although the actual equations for the AfvForce and simulation
samples differed, ehe two sets of equationS predict equally well,in the
'simulation data.

A second method of comparison involves comparing the scpres
predicted by the Air Force equations with those predicted by/the
simulation equations. To do this, simulation subjects received
predicted scores for a given performance measured (1) based on the
-Air Force equation, and f2) based on the simUlation equation. These
two predicted scores were then correlated across,the simulation
sujects. The resulting correlations were

Total PT time .87
Mean Appraisal Score .89
Comprehensive Score .96
Composite .98

Thus, the two'equatlons'produced almost the identical rank ardering
of the simulatfam subjects.

Table 4
Comparison of Predictibility of Criteria Using A4eights Applied to

AF and Simulation Samples -N\

Performance
Measure

AF Weights
Applied to AF
Sample

AF Weights
Applied to ,

Simulation Sample

Simulation
Weights Applied to
.Simulation Sample

Total PT
Time,

kft**

(N=187) (N -51)
.45*
(N=57)

Average Appraisal .54*** .49***- .54**

Score (N=191) (N=57) (N=.57)

Score on .54*** .83*** .87***

Comprehensive Test (N=191) (N=57) (N=57)

Composite .59*** .63*** .63***

Performance . (N=191) (N=57) (N=57)

* p < .05
p < .01

***.p < .001

Generation of the Derived Effort Scores

The'basic rationale in the derived effor MeasU, is that if one
partials ability out of performance, the resulting residual should be
highly saturated with effortvariance. However,,the partialling
procedure can be carried out in basically two ways, tollowing either
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additive ormatiplicative assumptions. The firAt derived effOrt.score
assumed that effort and ability summed to equal performance..Conoequent-
ly, the derived effortscore was calculated by obtaining the predicted
score for a subject on each of the four performance measures using the
prediction equations previously generated. These, of course, were
based solely on ability data, so the'predicted score was essentially
the level of performance predicted:. for a given subject do the basis of_
his level Of ability. This score was subtraCted from his actual
performance score, and this residual constituted the derived effort
measure. This procedure resulted In eight derived effort scores for
each subject. One for each of the four performance variables using the
Air Force weights, and one for each of the four performance variables
using the simulation. weights.

The second type of derived effort score was based on a model which
states that performance is a function of ability multiplied by effort.
In the previous additive model, Performance = Ability + Effort, thus
Effort = Performance - Ability. Thus, subtracting predicted performance
(ability) from performance is the derived effort score. However, in the
multiplicative model, Performance = Ability X Effort, thus, Effort =
Performance/Ability. The derived effort score is thus actual performance
divided by predicted performance (ability).

Derived effort scores based on this Multiplicative model were
calculated for each subject based on both the additive and multiplic-
ative approaches. These were then compared to the hard criterion of '

effort. /'

Evaluating the Hard Criterion bf Effort

Before turning to relationihiA between derived effort .and the hard
criterion of effort, it is appropriate to discuss data pertinent to
the evaluation of the hard criterion of effort.

Recall that the effort data came from ratings of.8 mm photographs
of the subjects. A frame was taken every six seconds. For rating
purposes, every third frame was utilized. The frame was projected 'on a
screen, and raters made a primary judgment as to whether the subject was
working oricthe task or not for that frame. Subjects were rated for all
the time that they were not actually taking an appraisal.' Thus, if a
subject was not in his seat in the picture,-and he was not taking an
'appraisal, he was counted as not working for that fraMe. Also, since
the material generally required eye-contact to work on,asubject was
scored as not working if he was looking up from the work, oetalking
to a'co-worker. Subjects had been told to work on the materials
independently. This procedure.resulted in 800-900 ratings:per subject,
per day.

The lard criterion of effort was then calculated for each subject
as the number 'of fiames he was working on the material, diVided by the
maximum number of Otames,he could have been working'(i.e.'appraisal time
was removed).4This "percentaae of time on task" constituted the*hard,
criterion of effort.

c

In evaluating the adequacy of this measure, several criteria were
employed. The first was whether it-produced variability.' In fact it

1
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did.. The mean-percent time on task was 79.7% with a standard deviation
of 11.7. The range was from 487. to 96%. Clearly, variability was
obtained. -

The second criterion was the inter-rater reliability of the effort
ratings. To assess this, the two raters independently rated 100 frames
for 10 subjects from each of the three experimental conditions. The
percent time.on task was calculated for each of the 30 subjects, once
for rater A and once far rater. B. The difference between the percent-.
ages obtained by the two raters was then calculated and averaged across
the 30 subjects. The mean difference in'percentages was 3%.' Thus,
even with a fairly small sample of behavior, the ratings were highly
reliable.

. .

The third evaluation of the effort measure dealt with construct
'validity. If the effort measure is indeed a good one it should

( correlate significantly' with actual performance, but since pgrformance
is determined by factors other than effort the correlation should be far
from perfect. The effort measure correlated -.44 with a total PT time,
.14 with average.appraisal score, .39 with compreh sive test score,

11
and .49 with the composite. (Note that a. negative orrelation with
total PT time was expected since the greater the e ort,the less time,
it should take to finish PTs). The magnitudes of the correlations of
effort with the primary performance variables, total PT im and the
composite, are in the expected range and thus add suppor to the
validity of the effort measure.

.4.

Additional evidence of validity could be assessed y comparing
effort scores across the 6 PTs, and with the performance measures. We
would predict that: (1) effort scores should correlate highly across.
PTs; (2) correlations between PTs should be higher than correlations
of effort With performance. The average Correlation betweerieffort
scores across different PTs was .58. 'Thus, effort scores are fairly
highly correlated, and are correlated higher with each other than with
performance measures. ..Q.7

Self ratings of effort were also obtained from the subjects when
tHey had finished the six AF PTs, Two items were utilized. The first
asked "dn'this job I am working: ... As hard as I possibly can... About
average ... I am taking it easy." A nine-point Likert response forma).'
was utilized with verbal anchors at every other step,. (See Appendix D

for the actual items). The second question.asked In terms of the
total amount of effort I could put in on, this job, I am putting in
about: ...10% effort...5P7. effort...90% effort." As before, a nine-
point scale was used. The sum of the, responses to these two items
constituted the self rating of effort index.

The central issue here is how well the hard criterion of effort was
related to the self, ratings of effort., The correlation between the
hard crite on and the self rating was .21. While this is statistically
significant < . 4, it is quite small. - .

In theory, is could cast doubt on the validity of the hard
criterion of effort. However, a more parsimonious explanation is that
the self ratings were not particularly valid. The principal reason for

this-conclusion is that the self ratings actually correlated more
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highly with total PT time (r .27) than with effort. Apparently, the
subjects were not considering their'actual level of energy expenditure
When responding to theitems. Furthermore, self ratings of effort have
been shown in a similar context: (Pritchard, Von Bergen,. and DeLeo, 1974)
to have very low convergent validity.

Predictive Validity-Of the Derived Effort Measure

The primary method of evaluating the utility of the derived effort
measure4sto correlate the derived effor6:measure With the hard .-

criterion of effort. .Table 5 presents these.correlations.for the' derived
effort scores based on each of tbe,four.perfOrmance dimensions, for
both the additive and multiplicative models, and for-Air Force and
simulation generated weights. r.

The overall conclusion. from these correlations is'thatithederived
effort measure does not predict actual effort particularly well. For
example, correlations-based on the composite ranged from -.02o .32.
The table also indicates that the scores based on the multiplicative
Model did no better than those based on- the-additive, model. .In'three
cases the multipliCative was better, in two cases the additive was
better, and in three cases they were equal.. Furthermore, none. of the
differences was of appreCiable magnitude.

One clear finding is that when the derived effort scores are based
on the regression equations calculated from the simulation data, they:
predict effort better than when the derived effort scores Comefrom

Table 5
Correlations Between Dekived Effort and Actual Effort (N'57)

Air Force Weights

'Derived Effort I Additive

Measure 1 Model

Derived Effort -
TotalPT time -.09

Derived Effort -
Average Appraisal, -.27*

Score

Derived. Effort - a

Comprehensive .23*

Score

Derived. Effort
Composite .16

p < .05
** p < .01

Multiplicative
Model

Simulation Weights
Additive Multiplicative
Model f Model

-.18

b
-.27* -.03

.24*

i -.02

.13'

.32**

-.30*

-.04

.13

11

the independent Aik Force sample. For example for the additive model
the cpmposite derived effort scores calculated from Air Force weights
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correlated .16 with effort, but this value increased to .32 when the

simulation-based derived effort scores were used. This occurred in

spite of the fact that those two derived effort scores displayed a

correlation between themselves of .98. One explanation for this

pattern of results is based on the fact that the equations in fact

predict lower performance for .a given subject than do the simulation

_equations. This mean difference would not of course, affect the

correlation between the two predicted scores. Thus, the two equations

rank order the subjects almost exactly the same, but the Air Force

prediction is lower. This, of course, would result in different derived

effort scores since this predicted score is subtracted froi actual'

performance. If, in fact, the regression line between/predicted and

actual performance in the Air Force data was parallel to that in the

simulation data, the two sets of derived effort scores would differ

only by a constant, and thus be equally, correlated with actual effort.

However, the two regression lines are not parallel* One explanation for

this could be that since there were more high,ability subjects in the

simulation; this.may have influenced the tegression line. THis would

imply that the relationship between ability and performance in non-

linear. This will be discussed in more detail later.

Another way of assessing the utility of the derived effort,measure

is to deal with it at a more grass level than the accuracy of individual

prediction. Recall that in order to produce Variability in effort,

three experimental conditions were employed, Hourly, Fixed Ratio, (FR) .

and Variable Ratio-Variable Amount (VRVA) pay systems. These three pay

conditions did, in fact, produce variability in performance. The issue

is how well the derived effort measures discriminated the three

conditions. If 'the derived effort is useful,. the three conditions

should show even a greater difference in effort than they do in perfor-

mance. This is the case since performance contains variance due to

ability, but mean ability was constant across the three conditions. ,

Consequently, one way ANOVAS were calculated using the three

conditions as levels of the factor and : (i) performance as the

dependent variable, and (2) derived effort as the dependent variable.

Since the pay system only dealt with number of PTs,passed rather than

appraisal scores or score on the comprehensive test,sonly the total PT

time variable was appropriate for these' analyses.

The resulting F-Ta0.0 for actual time to complete the PTs was 7.29

(p .002). The F for the derived effort analysis using Air Force

weights was 11.62 (p < .000), and using simulation weights was 11.89

(p < .000). Since the order of the actual means was in the same

direction for all three analyses, the larger i-ratios for the derived

effort analyses indicate that using derived effort does in fact result

in less error.
In examining the scatterplotp relating deriv,d effort to actual

effort it was observed that there were a number of subjects which

exhibited a specific pattern of scores. They were subject6 of

relatively low ability who finished the material quite quickly, but who

spent a relatively small percentage of time actually working on the I

task. One explanation for, this pattern of scores was that these

subjects were obtaining the answers to the appraisals from other people.
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During the conduct of the simulation it
J
became apparent that this wan

actually occuring to some extent. 0
.

.To=deal with this potential, problem; a "cheating index" was formed.
It was based on the assumption that someone who finished the last of the
six Air Force PTs substantially faster than they finished the first PT,
and who did poorly on the comprehensive test was probably getting the
answers to the appraisals from someone else. The logic here was that it
was unlikely that a.,subject woull..get the answers from someone else on
the first PT, before \the? were Adtustomed to the situation. Thus,
their time to complete the first PT could bevieWed as their actual
level of performance. If, by the sixth PT theYwere getting the
answers, they should be able to complete it much faster. If, however,
they did not actually know the material, this should show up as a low
score on the comprehensive test taken after the last Air Force PT.
Since no specific score was required to "pass" the comprehensive test
there would be no pressure to pass answers for this. 'Furthermore,

.

these tests were not scored during the simulation, so a subject would
have no knowledge of what the correct answers were, and thus passing
them to someone else was not possible.

Thus, to construct this cheating index, data from the relative time
taken to complete PT 1 and PT 6, and the comprehensive scores were
examined. The first step was to calculate the percent change in time
to complete PT 1 and PT 6. .Examination of this distrubution indicated
that there seemed to be a break in the distribution at spout the 30%
point. Thus, subjects who were more than 30% faster on PT 6 than on
PT 1 were considered` otentialAhheaters. The comprehensive scores for
these subjects were t n examined, and any of these subjects who
received a score of less than 75% on die comprehensive was considered.a
cheater.' This procedure resulted'in the elimination of 10 subjects.. .

A second criterion was also employed. If a subject did very poorly on
the comprehensive test (less than 60%) and their percent increase in
speed from PT 1 and PT 6 was positive, they were considered a cheater.
This criterion eliminated one additional subject.

Thus, the procedure resulted in the elimination of 11 subjects. It
is likely that some of thede subjects were not, in fact, receiving
answers but it was felt better to eliminate a non-cheater than retain a
true cheater. Some evidence for the validity of the cheating index is
available in that there were folir subjects who were known by the
instructors to have been cheating. All four were included'in the 11
subjects eliminated,by the cheating index. Furthermore,,allAiut one
of the 11 eliminated were in the conditions where pay was deOndent on
number of PTs passed. It was for these-conditions where passing a
large number' of PTs was financially worthwhile.

,

These subjects were removed, and theTkincipal analyses' repeated
on theiiemaining 44 subjects. Regressions were calculated; derived
effort scores were computed, and correlations between derived%effort
and actual effort recomputed. Table 6 presents the reaults of these
analyses for the additiVe model derived effort scores, Ior both Air
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Table 6
'Correlations 'Between Derived Effort and. Actual. Effort with Cheaters

Removed and Included

;

Correlation Betvieen
Effort and Actual

Total Sample,(N58)

Derived
Effort

Cheaters Excluded-(N=44)

Derived' Effort AF Weights SimulatiOn AF Weights Simulation

Measure Weights Weights

Derived Effort - Total -.09 -.29* -.40** -.39**

PT Time , -

berived Effort - Average -.27* -. 03 -:26* -.04

Appraisal Score
4

Derived Effort - .23* .13 -.08. -.02

Comprehensive Score

Derived Effort - .16 .32** .37** .35**

Composite

* p.< .05
** p < .01

Force and simulation weights. The analogous correlations for the total

sample (cgeaters included) is also repeated for comparison purposes.

The table indicates that when the cheaters are excluded, the

predictive validity of the composite derived effort increases somewhat

-- from .32 to .37 using simulation weights. More importantly, the

data suggest that when cheaters are removed, 'the composite.derived/

effort based on Air Force weights predicts equally well as Abea that

based on simulation weights. Thus, the difference in the predictability

of effort found in the orginalanalyaia is probably due to the

presence of cheaters in the simulation.

The ANOVAs comparing actual performance (Total-PT time) and the

derived effort scores across the three conditions were also repeated

with heaters excluded.- The F-ratio for actual PT time was 3.86

(p .029), for derived effort (additive model) using AF weights it

was 5.69 (p .007), and when simulation weights were used in was 7.49

(p .002). As with the .comparable analysis with the total sanple,

using derived effort results in more precision.
Although these results were more encouraging than the original

analyses, the level of predictibility of effort was still low. However,

upon examining the scatterplots of derived effort with actual effort

once the cheaters were removed, it was observed that subjects with low

ability tended to be outliers from the main clustering of points. They

_generally tended to have 'derived effort scores higher than their actual

effort. This suggested that actual level of ability might moderate
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the relatiOnship 'between derived effort and actual effort.
Consequently, the sample was split into high and low ability groups."

on the basis .of the simulation equation scores, Subject's whose
predicted performance (ability) was above the median were considered
high abiltiy, those below the median were considered low ability.

Regression equations were then developed for;the two groups
separately. Due to the small sample size (N * 22 per group) only two
predictors were used in these eqVations. These were the two best
predictors from the total sample. Derived effort scores were then
calculated for-the subjects in each group based on the equations for
that group.. Derived effort scores were calculated for only the two

...,major performance variables, total PT time and the composite. °

Results of these analyses are presented in Table 7. As the size
Of the correlations indicates, ptedictgbility is substantially
increased when the sample is broken down by ability. This implies that
somehow ability and effort are combining differently for high and low -

ability subjects:

Table T
Correlations Between Derived'and Actual Effort,

by High and Low AbilitylSubgroupl

Derived Effort
Measures

Correlatiap.Between Derived
. and :Actual Effort

Derived Effort - Total
PT Time

G

Low Ability
('ti22)

High Ability
,(Np122)

Derived Effort - Composite

-.55**-

:54**

-.43**

-.44* 0

* p < .05.
** p < .01

Summary of the Results

1. The simulation subjects were roughly comparable to the Air Force
subjects. The major difference was that there were more high
ability subjects in the simulation sample, but both groups showed
good variability.

2. The ability test battery predicted performance quite well. The
composite performance index was predicted .59 in the Air Force
sample, .63 in the simulation sample, and .63 when the Air Force
weights were applied to the simulation data. The4degree of .index
shrinkage was quite low.

3. The structure of the Air Force equations differed from the
simulation equations, but they predicted simulation performance tiv
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equally well, and the predicted scores from the two elluationa

were highly correlated.

P
4. The hard criterion of effort displayetWide, variability, excellent

reliability and good construct validity. A

5. When the entire sample was used, derived effort did not predict

actual effort'particalarly well.

Derived effort scores based on the multiplicative model did not

predict effort any better than'derived effort scores based on the

additadditive
model.ive

7. Derived effort scores discriminated the three experimental

conditions better than actual performance.

8. When cheaters were removad from the sample, prediction of effort

somewhat.

9. When' Separate analyses were conducted on high and low ability

subsamples, prediction of effort was fairly good. The correlation

for high ability subjects was .44, and .54 for low ability subjects.

Disscussion and Conclusions

Given the results presented above, the major issue now ,becomes how

well did the derived effort technique work, and under what circumstances

could it be useful. It is to these issues we now turn.)

It is clear from the data that the derived effort measure produced

statistically significant correlations %lith actual effort in almost

every case However, the presence of statistical significance is not °

enough justify utilization of the technique. The actual magnitude

of the relationship must be conaidered. !

In considering this issue, we shall assume that the bept estimate of

the correlation between predicted and actual effort comes from the

sanplg with the "cheaters" removed. There is good evidence that at

least some of the subjects were,in fact getting the answers elsewhere

and, as such, they add artifical error Variance. With this in mind,

our best estimate of the relationship between derived effort and actual

effort is obtained by correlations between the composite derived effort

measure and actual effort. These relationships were in the mid to

upper 30's.
A relationship of this magnitude is not large enough to use for

individuals.' That is, the derived effort index contains too much

error tb be used: for making decisions about a given' individual.

However, it would he useful for group data. That is-, if one stoup had

a substantiallyaligher derived effort score than another, it would be

fairly safe to conclude that the group with the higher mean derived

effort score was exerting higher effort. We are essentially arguing(
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that with a groikp, the error associated with each individual's derived
effort score shoud be'randomly distributed across the members of the
group. As a amsequence, the mean derived effort score across the group
should reflect its average effort.

The data are more encouraging When the analyses broken down by high
and low ability are considered. In these analysed., correlations between
predicted and actual effort ranged from the mid .40's to the mid .50's.
Correlations of this size are approaching a leve3 of magnitude that
might be useful for individual predictions. They still contain a large
amount of error, and using the derived, effort measure with such
relationships would have to be done with caution. However, relationships
of thidi magnitude would be extremely useful,for groups.

The real issue here is Whether the larger relationships found when
the sample was broken down into high and low ability would, in fact,
replicate in another sample. On a post hoc basis it is not unreasonable
to argue that they would. It seems quite possible that ability and
effort do in fact combine somewhat differently for low and high ability
trainees. It remains tobe seen, however, whether the finding would .

replicate.

In the introduction to this report, four major advantages were
claimed fof the derived effort index. It was argued that the technique:
(1) would be an individualized procedure; (2) when used in an incentive
system rewards could be given on the basis of effort rather than
performance; (3) if used in an incentive system, trainees would have an
equal chance to get incentives regardless of their ability; and (4)
would be a useful measure of effort with which to compare different
groups. We shall now discuss each of these potential advantages in
the context of the results obtained from, this research.

(1) Individualized. The derived effort technique is indeed
individualized. It utilizes data from the individual. His ability is
considered, and the predicted score generated from his ability data is
compared to his actual performance. However, whether a technique is
individualized per se is really a matter of instructional philosophy.
The technique must also have other utility if one is to argue for its
use.

(2) Reward can be based on effort. The data suggest that if the
derived effort measure was used as an index of individual effort, and
incentives were awarded on the basis of the derived effort scores for
individuals, there is too'much error in the system to enable one to say
that rewards were in fact given on th( basis of effort. Thus, the data
indicate that when used for individuals the technique will not give
rewards based on effort. However, if groups are given incentives on the
basis of mean derived effort scores, one could argue that rewards were
based on effort. This argument rests on the reasonable assumption that
errors of.predicting actual effort from derived effort would be random,(]
and thus mean differences between groups reflect actual differences in
eff rt. This is espeoially true if scores are based on high.afid low
ab lity groups separately.
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(3) Trainees have an equal chance to get incentives. Regardless of.

whether the derived effort score is a,good measure of effort, it still

has the definite advantage of tending to equalize the chances for earning

incentives. Since high ability trainees have higher predicted scores'
than low ability' trainees, the higher ability people must perform at

a higher level to obtain incentives. Thus, lower ability students should

see that obtaining incentives is more within their'power than in the

situation where actual raw performance is rewarded. Thus, the derived

effort score is useful for those groups.

(4). Useful for comparing different groups. Clearly,:the derived effort

technique would be useful for comparing effort in different groups. Fof

example, if a new instructionalftechnique wasAlitisefed, and one wished

to compare the level of motivation produced by the two techniques, the

derived effort index would be an excellent way to do this. This is

especially true when the actual level of ability of the samples exposed

to the two techniques differed.
More importantly, the derived effort index gives one a common metric.

with which to compare different courses. In many cases it would hP

possible to directly compare different courses whotie content,

examinations, and formats were quite different. We shall consider this

in more detail below.

Suggestions for. Implementation

Thus far we have been considering ways in which the derived effort

index could be used in only a very general way. The conclusion is that

It is a very useful index for group effort, but probably not appropriate

for individual assessment. Within this restriction, however, it has a

number of very practical uses. The research was originally conducted

with a view toward the Advanced Instructional System (AIS), and these

applications to be discussed apply directly to the AIS. However, many

of them could be used in any training course.

(1) Within a given course. A very useful application of the

derived effort index would be to compare different parts ofa given

course. The issue is whether different parts (e.g., blocks) of course

result in greater levels of motivation than.others. If this could be

determined, it would be of great Aid in redesigning courses. lThe

prodedure would basically involve generating the predicted scores for

total course performance and then breaking it down by block. Let us

use time to complete the course as the criterion of interest for an

example, although exam scores or any other criterion could be. used. One

imuld first predict speed of completion of the entire course from the

ability data. However, since the blocks vary in amount of material,

the prediction of speed of completion must consider this. Suppose, for

example, there were three blocks. Based on available data trainees

average 20 days on.the first block, 30 days on the second, and 50 days

on the third. Thus, average time to complete is 100 days. The first

block represents 20% of total time; the second, 30%; and the third 50%.

Thus, the predicted time to complete the course for a given subject
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would be proportioned according to these percentageS to obtain a
prediction of his time to complete each block. If a given subject
received a predicted score of 110 days, we, would predict he would
complete block 1 in 22 days (20% X 110), block 2 in -33 days, and
block 3 in 55 days. His actual time to complete each block would then
be subtracted from his predicted time.

Once this is done for all students, the mean derived effort. by
block could be calculated. If the three blocks result in equal
motivation, the derived effort index should. be near'zero for all blocks.
The three derived effort means are substantially different,it would
indicate that differences in motivation were present..

This .procedure could be refinedrby doing separate analyses for -. -high
and low ability students. The results would indicate whether high-and
low abiltiy students exhibited the same pattern,of motivation across
blocks. r44,

(2) Changes in a course.' Another application of the derikred
effort, index is where a change is made in the structure'or procedures
in.S.-given course. If students in the original format of the course
have ability levels equal to those in the course after it has changed,
simple performance measure9ecould be used. However, as the ANOVAs in
our data have indicated, dsing the derived effort index gives alMere
precise test of effects since ability variation within conditions is
controlled. The real advantage to the derived effort index comes
about when the actual ability of the two samples is not equal. Then,
the derived effort index would be very useful.

(3) Comparisons between different courses. As we have discussed
above, the derived effort index could be very useful in comparisons
between different courses. One procedure would be to simply calculate
derived effOrt for the two courses and compare the two means. However,
if the regression equations are based on the same sample upon which
the derived effort scores. are' calculated, both means should be zero.
However, when one or the other courses is changed in some way, the
derived effort index should be able to detect changes relative to
the other course. One could assess, for example,. whether a technique
used in one course had an equal.impact on another course.

Another procedure wonld,be to go back to data obtained from students
who had completed the course at a given time and develop the regression
equations on that sample. If these equations-were pplied to another
(e.g., more recent) sample, differences in mean derived effort would be
more interpretable.'

(4) Feedback Another application of the derived effort index would
.11be for feedback purposes. Instructors could be given the mean derived

effort score foreach section they taught and the change in this value
from class to claSS could be' useful information. Students could also
be given such feedbadk on a group basis, and'it could provide them
information about their motivation.

(5) Goal. setting. One could also use the derived effort index on
an individual basis in the context of goal setting. As we have argued
above, the derived elfoit index for a single individual is not an
accurate index of his own effort.. However, if the individual's
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predicted score was presented te,him as a basis for goal setting, it
would at least haVe meaning in:the sense that it represents the average
performance for people of comparable, ability. An easy goal could be to
meet the predicted score, a hard goal could be to perform at a level
one standard deviation above the predicted goal. ln fact, one,could
readily list a.number of performance goals and indicate the objective
probability.(based on the development samae) of obtaining that goal.

Overall; then, the results of the present research indicate that
while the derived effort index should probably not be used as a
measure.of effort for a.single individual, the indei can be considered
a measure of group efprt. As such it has a number of very useful
applications in both -the AIS and other training contexts.
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mni 735.

L.

We are looking for 20 people between 17 19 years of :age

to work for one week on a job evaluating written training materials.

No special skills are required. The pay will be approximately

-$2.00 per hour, depending on what you do. The work day will be

from 8:30 A.M..to 1:30 F.M. MondaY through Friday, June 17 21,

If you would like a week's work, report at 8:30 A.M., Monday,
.

June 17 at the conference room in the Holiday Inn, U.S. 24 East,

Logansport, Indiana.
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APPENDIX B

Pre-employmerkt Electricity Test
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1. .Mhat type of aircraft is a KC-13514?

.fi

2. What is galvanic corrosion? ,,,

ti

/Define the following terms and symbols.:

3. ampere

4. static discharger

magnetic premeability

b. E

7.

8. buttock lines

9. multimeter
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)6.

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE AS/Q/3ABR42330-107
-HQ USAF School of Applied Areospace Sciences (ATC) 5 December 1973
Chanute Air Force Basq Illinois 61868 Page 1

APPRAISAL*

COURSE? Aircraft Electrical Repairman

SUBJECT: DC Generation and Basic Circuit Symbols and Terms

INSTRUCTIONS: Follow the directions given in each section.

Section I

OBJECTIVE: Given the names of electrical components, identify each
component that belongs to one of the following categories: a. source
of EMF, b.. protective devices, c. control devices, d. load devices, and
e. conductors. A. minimum of 80% accuracy is required.

Match the terms on the right to the conponets on the left. Place the
letter of the term in the blank provided by the compbnent. The terms
may be used more than once.

COMPONENTS TERMS

1. Fuse a. Conductor

2. Motor b. Load Unit

3. Lamp c. Source of EMF

4. Circuit Breaker d. Control Device

5. Generator e. Protective Device

6. Thermocouple
T

7. Resistor

8. Aircraft Structure

9. Battery

10. Switch

Section II

OBJECTIVE: Given a list of electrical symbcils and a list of units and
terms, match the symbols with their respective unit or term. A
minimum oi_gpx accuracy is required.

*The above appraisal has been discontinued.
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AS/Q/3ABR42330407
,Page 2

Match the terms with the 4ymbols below. Place your answer in the blank

provided by the term.' 4I

TERMS

1. Fuse 6. Circuit Breaker 11. Voltage

2. Lamp 7. Fixed Resistor 12. Current

3. Battery 8. Variable Resistor 13. Amperes

4. Ammeter 9. Thermocouple 14. Ohms

5. Generator 10. Resistance 15. Volts

a. d. 41\j°

b. 7-1 e view

SYMBOLS

g.

h
1.

f.-iitt\v-- i m. V

Section III

n.

O.

OBJECTIVE: divan a list of definitiondand a list of DC generation

terms match the definition with their proper terms. A minimum of

80% accuracy is required.

Match the definitions on the right to the terms on the leftiand
record your answers in the blanks provided by the terms

1.

TERMS

Generator

Battery

Thermocouple

Mechanical Method

Heat or Thermal
Method

a.

b.

c.

.d.

e.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DEFINITIONS

Voltage produced when heat is
applied to two dissimilar metals
that are jointed at one end.

Device using mechanical energy to
produce an EMF

Device using heat to produce an EMF.

Device using the chemical method to
produce an EMF

Voltage produced by relative angular
motion between.cohductors and a
magnetic field
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PART II

Circle the number that best describes your feelings. Circla any

number. If you feel you are, for example, between the statement in
number 7 and the statement in number 5, circle numbei.. 6.

1. On this job I am working

9. As hard as I possibly can

8.

7. Fairly hard, but not killing myself

6.

5. About average

4.

3. Not very had

2.

1. I am taking it easy

2. In terms of the total amount of effort I could put in on this

job, i am putting in about:

1. 10%

2. 20%

3. 30%

r4. 40%

5. 50%

6. 60%

7. 70%

8. 80%

9. 90%

C
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